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breaking the gridlock
the title of a gathering sponsored last week by the resource

development council for alaska was energy gridlock the politics
of the environment

while we could discuss the merits of specific development pro-
jects and how environmentalists could hold them up its more in-
structivestruc tive to focus on what could cause the gridlock of the future

we suggest that the people developers really ought to be consider-
ing are alaska natives

getting local people involved in any development could be the
key to actually getting it off the ground people who have lived in
an area for literally centuries must not be ignored

these are the people who could very effectively block plans for
a project in fact we might just call it developer gridlock if
developers insist on plowing ahead little caring who is affected

what sorts of things can local people be consulted about the
answers are obvious two of the most important are

what effect will the development have on subsistence resources
can local people be hired

alaska natives are going to be watching what happens in alaska
in the coming months and years very carefully they have just taken
an incredible kick in the teeth on subsistence and theyre not about
to give up anything further

subsistence is the most important issue to the alaska native com-
munity subsistence is life itself

alaska natives in fact have been so concerned about the way
they have been treated on subsistence that they have resorted to ac-
tually closing their lands to non shareholders for hunting theyre
serious about these closures and such action could be extended

alaska native people could be forced to rethinkre think who their allies
are depending on what takes place in this state in the coming years

in the future we may see the battle shift to the US congress
and it must be remembered that how a state treats its aboriginal people
matters a lot to many of the people in congress

what this means is if developers are going to break any gridlock
theyre going to do it by forming an alliance with alaska natives

were talking about a group with a lot of needs but also its a
group with a lot of resources 44 million acres of land and billions
of dollars in investments

many alaskansalaskasAla skans even experts said the red dog mine couldnt
be developed many people said native hire could never hit 60 per-
cent at the mine many said a road could never be built through
a national monument and many said local people would never be
able to cooperate so fully and have so much input on
development

these same people are now taking a look at red dog and theyre
finding out that alaska can treat its indigenous people fairly and
still come out ahead


